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Train the trainer
Building Resilience with 
New Communities 
-with delivery ready workshops

COMMUNITY PROGRAMMES | PROFESSIONALS  

Outline:

Who & What: A bespoke train the trainer programme of either 

5 x 3 hour sessions OR  3 x 1 day online or Face to Face sessions 

In order to build knowledge and skills around extremism, exploitation
and hate crime for community and professional organisations working
with migrants and refugees with train the trainer resources to cascade
knowledge to clients and communities.  

How: Deepen knowledge of violent extremisms and their connections
including hate crime, especially in relation to victimisation and
exploitation of communities, combined with practical tools and
strategies for effective safeguarding work including prevention and
intervention & processes. 

Resources: Bespoke workshop slide decks, activities, presentation
materials, train the trainer manual and community slide deck.

Session 1: Social & community contexts: challenges & opportunities
Session 2: Understanding risks & vulnerabilities to radicalisation
Session 3: Understanding online radicalisation, incels & gaming &
recruitment  
Session 4: Practical focus: Community engagement, building
resilience & intervention
Session 5: Protective factors & Facilitation in practice

CONNECTFUTURES HASCONNECTFUTURES HASCONNECTFUTURES HAS
TRAINED 146,000 ADULTS,TRAINED 146,000 ADULTS,TRAINED 146,000 ADULTS,

42,300 STUDENTS AND42,300 STUDENTS AND42,300 STUDENTS AND
26,700 YOUNG PEOPLE26,700 YOUNG PEOPLE26,700 YOUNG PEOPLE



 

www.connectfutures.org | Zubeda Limbada | info@connectfutures.org

QUALITY | EXPERTISE | INSIGHT | IMPACT

Topics

Legislation & policy | violent extremism, extremism and hate: defining, recognising | history &
context | understanding to prevent | on/off -line recruitment techniques, propaganda, gaming |

radicalisation and disengagement | hate crime | exploitation | serious youth violence | contextual &
complex safeguarding | preventing, intervening, signposting, de/escalating | tools

"The session was very educating  and just right insight of information on how to
 prevent extremism in the community." 

“The delivery was excellent. I valued the scenarios and discussing our processed, I’d like to do more.”
“Excellent, it has helped me think how to improve our safeguarding training”


